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CASE
STUDY

How An eCom 
Brand Boosted 
Discoverability by 
Monitoring it’s 
Sponsored ‘Brand’ 
Keywords? 
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An FMCG conglomerate with largest influence in South-East Asia was bidding on its 

brand keywords across e-commerce platforms like Tokopedia, Lazada, Shopee, etc. It 

only had access to the analytics offered by the marketplace, specifically campaign 

performance.  

However, the brand wanted to know factors that were influencing the buying decision 

of the online shoppers beyond the analytics provided by the e-commerce platform. 

They were seeking a solution that could detect the effectiveness of such metrics in real-

time and share reports across the business heads. 

As a pioneer in e-commerce intelligence, our solution mScanIt provided an in-depth 

report on discoverability and Share-of-Shelf (SOS), which is one of the biggest factors 

influencing the buying behavior of an online shopper. SOS monitors the discoverability 

of the product listings on e-commerce marketplace based on brand, competition, and 

generic keyword searches.  

SOS is a part of our mScanIt’s Discoverability pillar and measuring the SOS performance 

of a brand vis-a-vis the competition curates insights usable by marketers of e-com 

platforms, which have proven to enhance brand awareness, CTR, sales, and more.  

SUMMARY

CHALLENGES 
Ø The brand was searching for a solution that could offer real-time reports on the 

discoverability of its products under the skin care category and also measure the 

competitor's performance on its sponsored ‘brand-specific’ keywords. 

Ø The brand wanted a solution to know its average page position on multiple e-

commerce platforms whenever consumers searched for its products using its brand 

name. 

Ø It was facing problems in analyzing the finding the keywords on which its 

competitors were outperforming its skin care listings across e-commerce platforms 

and wanted to turn the tables in its favor. 
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SOLUTION - Scanm It

Ø The challenge was to monitor multiple sponsored brand keywords across e-

commerce platforms and to find out the competitors out-performing its 

discoverability and find ways to change the results in the brand's favor. 

Ø The global conglomerate was also searching for a solution to provide paid search 

results on brand keywords using multiple filters like SKU, pin code, brand, etc. 

Ø Top Products by Search, a facet of the mScanIt’s discoverability dashboard revealed 

detailed listings in real-time. It helped to find and measure the performance of 

brand and competitor products on an e-commerce platform based on the average 

ranking. 

The results on sponsored brand keywords showed the detailed product 

listings that ranked higher or lower than the top competitors. 

The output showed the best product listings (based on paid search results) 

of their own as well as their top competitors’ whenever the users searched 

for brand-specific products. 

The ‘top product by search’ results differed on the top three pages of the e-

commerce platform. The brand found new methods of optimizing the 

page position of its products by generating reports using filters like SKU, 

brand, and pin code. 

Ø The brand could customize and export reports using the filters and share them 

with multiple stakeholders to achieve a higher SOS on brand keywords across e-

commerce platforms. 

Ø The dashboard also showed the weekly/monthly change in percentage of the 

brand’s SOS as compared to competition, along with page rank of its SKUs, that 

helped to know whether the strategies created around the top results by search 

were effective or not? 
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ANALYSIS OUTPUT & ACTION

Identified the SOS of the Global Conglomerate on 

Brand Keywords Under ‘Skin Care’ Category:

Upon initial analysis through mScanIt’s SOS dashboard, it was discovered that 

competitors had 38% overall share on the sponsored brand keywords.  

The marketing and e-commerce managers found that a few competitors also had 

higher than the aggregate SOS, which became a concern, as consumers would discover 

competitors listings even while searching for specific products of the brand, which 

eliminates the purpose of bidding on brand keywords. 

Recognized the Sponsored Brand Keywords 

Wherein Competition SOS Was Peaking

The business heads analyzed the top keywords under multiple categories and detected 

the sponsored brand keywords wherein the competition had a higher SOS than its own. 

Made Data-Driven Decisions for Boosting SOS

Evaluating the results of sponsored brand keywords helped in generating exportable 

reports and creating new strategies for enriching the product pages and developing 

new keyword bidding strategies.
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BUSINESS IMPACT OF MONITORING 

SOS USING MSCANIT’S DASHBOARD 

Enhanced Discoverability on Sponsored 

Brand Keywords

The brand’s business heads checked out the ‘Top 

Results by Search’ and found the keywords used 

in the competitor's listings, which had a higher 

average rank. It took corrective measures using 

the data. This action boosted the discoverability of 

product listings on brand keywords from 62% to 

78%. Simultaneously, the discoverability of 

competitor products decreased from 38% to 21%. 

Witnessed a Drastic Change in Page 

Rank

Our solution, mScanIt, also monitored the stock 

availability of the brand across the same e-

commerce platforms. After revamping the 

sponsored brand keyword strategies, it witnessed 

a significant change in average rank position, 

which jumped from 7.28 to 2.38. It means most of 

its sponsored brand listings appeared within first 

3 ranks.  

Increment in Stockouts

Eventually the higher page rank resulted in 

increase in product discoverability and sales, 

which increased stockout levels in the given 

period. The monthly stockouts drastically 

increased from 68% to 76%, but deep-diving into 

the metric’s dashboard helped resolve the stock 

availability issue. 
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OUTCOME OF DEEP-DIVING INTO 

SPONSORED BRAND KEYWORDS 

Our solution monitored the sponsored brand, competitor, and generic keyword listings. 

Deep-diving into the results' product pages helped the brand find new keywords that 

boosted discoverability and sales.

Diminished Competitor's Performance on

Sponsored Brand Keywords

Enhanced Discoverability of Variants

The new SEO strategy helped to boost the discoverability of variants that were initially 

witnessing lower click-through rates and add-to-cart actions due to their average page 

position. 

Discovered a New Way of Boosting Sales

Bidding on competitors' brand keywords is not forbidden by e-commerce 

marketplaces, but it drastically impacts the cost of advertising. Therefore, finding new 

keywords helped reduce the repercussions. The brand implemented the new search 

engine optimization strategy on the product pages after analyzing the listing in the ‘Top 

Results by Search.’ It helped to diminish competitors' discoverability without bidding 

higher. 
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mFilterIt is a new age company that caters to protecting digital integrity across 

platforms.

We believe in the power deep tech and data science to create transformational 

growth in our customers.

Today we work with more than 500 clients across 15 countries in the globe.

mFilterIt provides a variety of innovative and comprehensive IT solutions. We deliver 

quality services in the most efficient way, and our experts will work collaboratively 

with you to customize our offerings to your particular needs. Book a meeting with 

one of our consultants to hear more about how we can assist your operation.

/@mfilterit
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CONTACT US

https://www.facebook.com/mFilterIt/
https://www.instagram.com/mfilterit/
https://www.facebook.com/mFilterIt/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mscanitpoweredbymfilterit
https://www.google.co.in/search?q=mFilterIt&ludocid=15956099274998607459&lpsid=CIHM0ogKEICAgID2_daGEQ&source=sh/x/localposts&lsig=AB86z5XyvuLUKvw_kgFCcISeX_Tm
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDWdfyRU9vYeWY0mKYUPL0g
https://www.mfilterit.com/
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